
People over systems. 
Process over technology. 
Results above all.

20 ways to optimize your 
warehouse today
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Warehouse optimization is more about people and processes, 

than it is about technicalities, which is why you can get far, by 

focusing on these two things before you consider which ware-

house management tool you need.

In this little guide, we therefore focus on some of the low-han-

ging fruits. What can you do today to have a more well-functio-

ning warehouse tomorrow? We will also be considering some of 

the efforts that require a little more legwork, but in return gives a 

big return.

Enjoy!

Where do you start, 
when optimizing your 
warehouse?
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Peter Gyldendal, 
CEO at Langebæk

Langebæk advises in logistics, warehouse 

and supply chain on both a strategic and 

operational level. 

Brian Quistgaard, 
Warehouse Manager at Bent Brandt

Bent Brand is Denmark’s leading supplier of 

equipment for mass caterers, and Brian Quist-

gaard has more than 20 years’ experience with 

warehouse operation. 

Torben Storgaard,
Partner at HerbertNathan & Co. 

HerbertNathan & Co. are experts in business 

systems and Denmark’s most used advisers of 

ERP-projects. 

Bo Kristensen, 
Consultant Manager at Apport

Apport is one of the industry’s leading suppliers of 

WMS, and Consultant Manager, Bo Kristensen, has 

12 years’ experience with warehouse optimisation. 

We have allied ourselves with the industry’s 
leading experts from which you get these 
great advices:  
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Get the processes out of your 
mind and down on paper  

Reconsider your A, B and 
C-locations frequently 

Work processes often develop over time, and 

therefore many warehouses have built up their 

processes around one or several key emplo-

yees, whom have been at the warehouse for al-

most an eternity. In these instances, processes 

are rarely documented, which makes the key 

employees bottlenecks for their companies. 

It is essential to produce clear procedures - 

preferably with well-documented instructions 

- so the processes get out the minds of the key 

employees and become obtainable common 

knowledge. 

It is also about making sure that employees get 

aware of what creates value for the costumers. 

Do people know what good and bad quality is? 

Are there well-defined KPI’s to navigate tow-

ards? For instance, the importance of quality 

assurance versus pace can variate, whether 

you work towards medicinal products or con-

sumer goods.  

“It is essential, that everyone 

is aware of what purposes you 

pursue, when you try to opti-

mize.” 

There is a lot to gain from having your goods at 

the correct location, and this is relatively easy 

to create an overview. 

Extract a piece of transaction data and look for 

the goods with the highest frequency, larges 

value or another relevant parameter. Are they 

located optimally? Many have done this at 

one point, but often neglect to maintain this 

exercise. 

Ultimately, goods decreasing in frequency 

could eventually be located at an A-location, 

even though this location could have been 

taken better advantage of. When business or 

seasons change, the warehouse should change 

accordingly. 

The 80-20 rule should be considered. Often it is 

20 percent of the goods that generate 80 per-

cent of the turnover, which makes it essential 

that they are optimally located. 

Bo Kristensen, Apport

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk

Advice #1

Advice #2
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Rotate between 
assignments 

Clear up!

When you rotate between different areas of 

a warehouse, you understand the connection 

and completion of the assignment from start 

to finish. We want employees to think further 

than their own assignments and instead focus 

on what creates value for the costumer as well 

as the company.  

I always say, that I have employees of logistics 

and not employees of warehouse. They must 

look at an order and react if something is not 

right. For instance, if they see an order with 

an unusual high number of products, then 

it easily could be a typing error by the sales 

assistant, and they need to react to this before 

the order is shipped from the warehouse.  

“It requires insight in other 

areas than your own, which is 

why we work with a rotation 

system.” 

Begin with clearing up. It may seem trivial, but 

there is a lot of truth in it. It’s about focusing 

on what’s important for the business. Oth-

erwise you end up losing the perspective on 

whether the warehouse is used optimally. 

Suddenly the development department need 

to use some storage, or the CEO’s winter tyres 

occupies a shelf. Or you accidentally use the 

hallway for some slow-moving goods because 

that was the easiest solution that day. When 

there is a mess, things get misplaced, and the 

consequences may be negative towards the 

efficiency. 

Brian Quistgaard, Bent Brandt

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk

Advice #3

Advice #4
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Bring insight 
on the truck 

Behaviour must be changes 
one step at a time

Make it possible to bring the system insights 

with you around the warehouse – e.g. with 

hand terminals, iPads, scanners etc. Bringing 

the insight with you, will help in validating 

whether the information in the system mat-

ches the shelves. And to correct it if it doesn’t. 

This will also help securing that operations 

gets registered immediately, so you work with 

updated and synchronized data. 

It is very difficult to change behaviour, but it 

is often what needs to be done to optimize. It 

can be the minor things like removing garbage 

from the locations. But there will always be so-

meone neglecting, even if we agree to remem-

ber removing the empty boxes. 

Advice #5

Advice #6

Relating to this, it is important that you don’t try to change 

everything at once. Focus on one thing at a time - for instance by 

focusing on keeping certain locations clean in a specific week.

Brian Quistgaard, Bent Brandt

Torben Storgaard, HerbertNathan & Co.
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Schedule maintenance 
of equipment 

Visible management 
in the warehouse

When you visit a warehouse, you will often see 

equipment been put temporarily aside, becau-

se it is broken – e.g. pallet jacks or fork lifts. “It 

hasn’t been working lately, so we use this one 

instead.” 

Problems will really arise, when the reserve 

equipment breaks down – when you quickly 

need a repair man, meanwhile all work stops. 

Naturally, you should have contacted a repair 

man  first time around – or even better, you 

should have used what LEAN calls preventive 

maintenance. 

It is essential that equipment works, and it 

should not be a surprise when a printer mal-

function. 

It is also a question about putting maintenance 

into the budget, so it isn’t getting additionally 

granted – there is tendency towards solely 

focusing on the purchase costs. 

There is a big difference in various compani-

es, whether the warehouse manager exactly 

knows what is going on in his warehouse. 

Visible management is important. This entails 

just taking a walk in the warehouse a couple of 

times during the workday to observe, what is 

going on. 

Are the packages you received this morning 

still standing unpacked at 5 pm? It is not a 

question of playing the role of a bad cop, but 

instead creating an overview and making sure 

that everyone understands the importance of 

unpacking, registering and placing the items 

ASAP. If the items are not registered anywhere, 

orders could end up not getting completed.

Advice #7

Advice #8

Bo Kristensen, Apport

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk
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Create an overview 
of incoming orders

If continuous optimization is a priority, it is 

important to clarify who is responsible for 

this happening. The risk of not arranging this 

is that it will not happen. At our company, 

we have one employee who is responsible for 

product placement and has had time to relate 

to and optimize this. 

This means, that when a picker experiences 

something that could be better optimized, he 

knows who to approach. 

There is great value in creating an overview of 

the orders entering the warehouse and what to 

with them. Are they going to the warehouse’s 

end locations or are they quickly being moved 

out again? This can make sure that resources 

are used efficiently. 

There are various ways to get this insight. Ty-

pically, there has been a sale to a client, which 

has generated this purchase, and it is therefore 

important to create an overview based on data 

from these systems. 

It is possible to get robot-agents to monitor 

the systems and send data consequences, so 

when something happens that influence the 

warehouse – e.g. a significant shipment being 

delayed, which means that you must repur-

pose your position and workforce differently 

immediately. 

Advice  #9

Advice #10

Placing 
responsibilities 
for assignments 
clearly

Brian Quistgaard, Bent Brandt

Torben Storgaard, HerbethNathan & Co.
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“It is essential, that everyone is 
aware of what purposes you pur-

sue, when you try to optimize.”

Bo Kristensen, Apport
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Get rid of 
dead stock

Optimize stock 
movements

When cleaning up the warehouse, you must 

also recognize the slow-moving goods accord-

ing to the previous year. It might hurt to depre-

ciate dead stock, but instead of getting rid of 

them, they usually end up just lying around. 

Be aware of the stock movements in the ware-

house and find out where optimization is pos-

sible. Often, there is a lot to gain from focusing 

on the cohesion between different stocks – e.g. 

by placing complementary products next to 

each other, so they easily can get picked. 

You can also figure out which sequence makes 

most sense. Sometimes it could preferable 

to wait for stocks getting picked up together, 

so multiple transportations are avoided. Our 

warehouse contains reserve stocks, which 

never gets picked before 2 pm. 

Advice #11

Advice #12

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk

Brian Quistgaard, Bent Brandt

The end result could be that you become inefficient, because of lack of 

unoccupied storage space, and maybe you even begin to expand be-

cause of this. Often it is possible to reduce the goods in the warehouse, 

if you recognize and clean up critically enough.
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Work consistently 

Monitor the most significant 
key performance indicators

The more different ways assignments are get-

ting completed, the more likely mistakes will 

be made by someone. 

Make sure to have clear consistent work pro-

cesses that every employee must follow. 

That important and significant key performan-

ce indicators are not getting monitored, is often 

what is in the way of optimizing. 

In many cases, monitoring few key performan-

ce indicators such as picking effectiveness, or 

whether the stock reception has been un-

packed by 12 am., or how the warehouse tur-

nover looks regarding certain stock or product 

lines. 

“When you have a clear focus 

on what creates value, you can 

begin to reschedule routines 

to accompany this.”

Advice #13

Advice #14

Bo Kristensen, Apport

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk
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Make sure to have 
clear signage

Bring down 
driving time

Lack of attention at the warehouse and bad signage are 

a source of making mistakes. It is important that the 

signage of locations and stock numbers is in order, so 

you distance yourself from e.g. “the stocks can be found 

in that corner over there”. 

Insufficient signage can lead to trusting your routines 

and feeling like you know what you are doing. Alt-

hough, this is not a bullet proof method.  

Some warehouses are pretty big, which means you 

spend up to 25-30 percent of work time driving around 

and picking goods. In these cases, there will often be 

something to gain by optimizing driving time. 

It is about figuring out how you e.g. can batch orders 

and pick multiple goods for orders at the same time, so 

costs per order can be decreased. 

Advice #16

Advice #15

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk

Bo Kristensen, Apport
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Focus on trustworthiness 
and speed 

Understand the lifecycle 
of the products

In my experience, trustworthiness and speed 

are the most significant competitive advanta-

ges. 

As e-commerce are continuously advancing, 

the expectations towards what companies 

are supposed to inform about inventory have 

increased. Costumers are looking for inventory, 

expected delivery, opportunity to follow orders 

and getting notifications, etc. A lot of the 

costumer experience lies within the logistical 

assignments, which makes it very important 

to be able to give updated and trustworthy 

information. 

Simultaneously, we bring these expectations 

from B2C e-commerce to B2B market as well, 

which is something that companies need to 

relate to. It definitely increased the need for 

exchanging data and making data available 

for the costumers, meanwhile being able to 

intercept changes and notify costumers about 

them. 

This makes it necessary to have systems, that 

can send this information, without having the 

need of a human touch. Ultimately, it could 

become too heavy a burden, and this is where 

mistakes happen. 

Many think that effectiveness is equal to auto-

mation, but this does not need to be the case. It 

is also possible to become more effective, when 

thinking about the warehouse layout and 

processes. 

The basis for this is understanding business 

and the lifecycle of the products – e.g. by 

recognizing what is high frequency and a low 

frequency. An example of this could be a com-

pany getting DVD’s, which they immediately 

unloaded from the pallets to store them in an 

automated warehouse management system. 

But the DVD’s could end up being of a high fre-

quency, which means that they were shipped 

again quickly. Ultimately, it could have been 

more effective to leave them and send them on 

the pallets. 

 

“It is a question of having a 

holistic understanding, as this 

can be used in optimizing the 

management of goods.”

Torben Storgaard, HerbertNathan & Co.

Peter Gyldendal, Langebæk

Advice #17

Advice #18
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Get the progresses 
on big screens

Make a plan for every day 
– and communicate it 

It could be a good idea to set up screens in the 

warehouse with dashboards showing the most 

important key performance indicators: 

Which order are coming, what needs to be pick-

ed, packed and shipped within the end of the 

day, and what is the status on it? 

This visualizes the progress, and it is a smart 

way to motivate. It creates transparency 

whether you meet the demands that are made 

for you. 

”At the same time, it is a very 
concrete way to get the lo-
gistics part of the business 
made visible and close to 
everyone - the reality is that 
it is an extremely important 
competitive parameter for 
many companies.”

It is mostly about having a plan with what you 

do, and especially communicating it clearly so 

it is possible to match expectations. 

At our company, every day begins with a short 

morning briefing. What assignments do we 

have, and who complete which one? Maybe 

we know of a large incoming order, or we need 

to focus on packing up some back orders and 

quickly send them to the customers. 

It’s a bit easier to set yourself up for a busy 

day, when you what is coming, than suddenly 

getting surprised during the morning. 

”The briefing helps in creating 

the feeling that this is a joint 

task we need to lift as a team.”

Advice #19

Advice #20

Brian Quistgaard, Bent Brandt

Torben Storgaard, HerbertNathan & Co.



Warehouse management 
with a human face.

Apport has optimized warehouse logistics for companies 

across Scandinavia since 2000. The foundation is a strong WMS, 

but it is our focus on people and change processes that make the 

difference.

This is why, this is our mantra: 

People over systems.
Process over technology.
Results above all.

We are among the most experienced suppliers 

on the market and have over 70+ WMS installa-

tions behind us. Typically, our customers expe-

rience a 25-40 percent increase in effectiveness 

in the warehouse, a significant drop in picking 

errors and an improved working environment.

Contact us for an assessment of whether you 

will be able to gain value from introducing a 

dedicated WMS.

Apport Systems A/S

Sletten 20

DK-8543 Hornslet

(+45) 7244 9944
info@apportsystems.com


